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Abstract. The use of rules in business modeling is becoming more and more important, in applications requiring dynamic change of behavior. A number of rule languages and tools have been proposed to the software engineering community. However, there are not too many visual languages for rule modeling. The goal of this paper is to investigate the modeling capabilities of UML-based Rule Modeling Language (URML) with respect of Drools rules. We choose Drools because is the most important and well known open source rule platform. It is friendly to both developers and business users, offers a lot of functionality but does not provide a visual modeling environment for rules. The Single Item English Electronic Auction Use Case is used to illustrate the modeling capabilities. The paper concludes that URML rules can model the large part of Drools rules but improvements of the modeling language are necessary.

1 Introduction

Nowadays global information networks like Internet are the environment where business processes take place in automated way. A large part of e-commerce activities is devoted to B2B relationships. The natural way to describe behavior of such businesses is through business rules. However, actually there is no standard way for business rule definitions. Yet there are several rule platforms and rule languages: Drools [13] (also known as JBossRules), F-Logic, Jess, SWRL. The most important initiative in the process of developing a standard for rule interchange is Rule Interchange Format (RIF) [1]. Their main goal is to define a set of requirements and standards to be followed by any translator performing rule interchange between existing rule platforms.

A use case very well suited for such an environment and also very well suited to have his behavior modeled with business rules is automated negotiation. This is a general problem that comprises auctions also. In our paper we take as use case the Single Item English Electronic Auction [8, 9, 10]. We model its behavior using URML, a rule modeling language (URML) [17] [18], a rule modeling extension of UML [12].

URML is developed by the REWERSE Working Group [11]. Its main goal is to provide visual constructs for modeling rules and business processes. URML is close related to R2ML [16], a rule language for rule interchange. URML is wanted to be a general approach for modeling rules in comparison with work introduced in [4]. According to [13], URML supports derivation rules, production rules and reaction rules. URML uses concepts such as rule condition, rule conclusion, filters, actions and events.

A rule condition is either a ClassificationCondition, a RoleCondition or AssociationCondition. The rule condition may contain a filter expression. For example the condition depicted in Figure 1 models the following logical conjunction:

\[ \text{Proposal}(b\text{Proposal}) \land \text{Proposal}(s\text{Proposal}) \land \text{product}(b\text{Proposal}) = \text{product}(s\text{Proposal}) \land \text{price}(b\text{Proposal}) > 0 \]

\[ \text{Prop}

Figure 1. A rule condition

A filter is either an OCLFilter or an OpaqueFilter. ClassificationCondition refers to a UML Class, which is a condition classifier, and consists of an ObjectVariable, which is an instance of the Class; For example the expression

$\text{Proposal}.\text{product} = \text{Proposal}.\text{product} \land \text{Proposal}.\text{price} > 0$

from Figure 1 is an OCL filter.

A rule conclusion is either a RoleConclusion, ClassificationConclusion, or AttributionConclusion, or AssociationConclusion or an
Actions. The Figure 2 depicts an action corresponding to the following state change expression

\[ \text{isValid}($b\text{Proposal}) \]

i.e. the object property isValid is set to true.

![Figure 2. A rule condition](image)

Actions are used in production rules and in reaction rules. URML supports the following actions: AssertAction, RetractAction, UpdateAction and InvokeAction. They correspond to the OMG Production Rule Representation (PRR) [13].

The main advantage of URML is that it extends UML with only a few visual elements (see Table 1): circles for rules, condition arrows, conclusion arrows, action arrows. A condition arrow can be negated and is represented as a crossed arrow at origin. Conclusion arrows refer to a class or an association. Action arrows are double-headed arrows referring either to a class (in the case of a create, delete, assign or invoke action) or to an activity. Rule action arrow is annotated with an action type (A for Assert Action, R for Retract Action, U for Update Action, and I for Invoke Action). Variables are denoted in bold (such as $b\text{Proposal}$).

### Table 1. URML Production Rule visual elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Rule condition arrow</th>
<th>Rule action arrow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 3 Drools basics

Drools is an object oriented business rule management system (BRMS) and also a Rule Engine based on Charles Forgny’s Rete algorithm [13].

The Drools architecture is based on three main components: production memory that stores the rules, working memory that stores the facts and the inference engine.

Drools development platform comes in two flavors: as an Eclipse plug-in Drools IDE and as web application Drools BRMS. The Drools IDE provides developers with an environment to edit and test rules in various formats, and integrate it deeply with their applications from within Eclipse. The IDE has a textual/graphical rule editor, a RuleFlow graphical editor, a domain specific language editor.

Our claim is that a visual rule editor is necessary and will enrich the Drools IDE with an important and more easy to use “feature”. In opposition with the already built in rule text editor of the Drools IDE this will provide a visual way to model rules. Since Drools rules are written on top of Java Beans, visual modeling with URML is appropriate. The actual Drools IDE functionality and configuration is targeted mainly to developers and very technical users as authors argue in [13] (Chapter 5 - The (Eclipse based) Rule IDE). The new feature will overcome this inconvenient and will allow software architects and engineers to easily describe the business rules in a visual way.

Rules are expressed in Drools Rule Language (DRL). It contains package declaration, imports, globals, functions and rules. Package declaration and usage are similar to those from Java. A DRL package defines a collection of rules and other related constructs. It represents a namespace, for the contained rules. Opposed to Java, the DRL package name is not related to files or folders in any way. DRL import statements work and have the same meaning as in Java. Globals as the name specifies are global variables used mainly to make application objects available to rules, for services or to provide data. According with [13], DRL functions provides a way to put semantic code in rule source file and are some how equivalent to helper classes from Java. A DRL query is simply a way to query the working memory for facts that match the conditions stated.

Drools manual [13] provides the following example:

```java
rule "Approve if not rejected"
salience -100
agenda-group "approval"
when
    not Rejection()
    p : Policy(approved == false, policyState:status)
    exists Driver(age > 25)
    Process(status == policyState)
then
    log("APPROVED: due to no objections.");
    p.setApproved(true);
end
```

The above rule has an unique name ("Approve if not rejected"), optional attributes (such as salience -100), conditions identified by when (such as exists Driver(age > 25)) and actions introduced with then (such as p.setApproved(true)). The conditional part of a rule corresponds to a logical formula comprising zero or more Conditional Elements. The concept of Pattern is the main conditional element. eval is a Boolean expression evaluator. The action part contains a list of actions that are to be executed. Drools provides predefined logical actions such as: insert, update, insertLogical, retract but any valid Java code is also allowed.

## 4 Modeling Rules with URML

Automated negotiations e.g. electronic auctions are well suited to be modeled with rules. The past research was focused on defining and development of protocols and strategies to be used in multi agent systems that are to perform negotiations [10][9][3]. Auctions, a form of negotiation mechanism for electronic commerce, are also discussed in a number of papers such as [19][20][14].

English Auction is an important type of auction discussed in a wide range of papers such as [6][7][2], and we consider that the subject is far from being finished. The principles of Single Item English Auction are: (1) only one item is sold at a time; (2) bidding is open; (3) all participants bid against each other openly; (4) each successive bid must be higher than the old one; (5) the seller begins the auction; (6) buyers bid against each other by raising the price, until only one willing buyer remains.
4.1 The Vocabulary

Our work will use a fragment of the vocabulary (see Figure 3) for automated negotiation similar with the one from [2].

Proposals encapsulate data about price, date and time, and product in auction. They are exchanged between parties. A proposal is either a Bid or an Agreement. A bid is a commitment from a buyer to pay that price if the bid is declared to be a winning bid (proposal). An agreement is a proposal upon which all parties were agreed.

4.2 The Rules

The aim of this section is to model rules that automate the negotiation in Single Item English Auction.

![Negotiation Vocabulary](image)

**Figure 3.** Negotiation Vocabulary

To illustrate URML capabilities we model one rule from each package obtained from the ontology.

The URML representation of a validation rule is depicted in Figure 4. The rule uses the following vocabulary beans: Buyer, Seller, Proposal, and Product.

We have a buyer ($buyer), a seller ($seller), two proposals ($bProposal and $sProposal): one for the buyer and one for the seller.

The arrow condition comes with variables (e.g. $bProposal) and filter expressions $bProposal is buyer’s proposal and is bound to the buyer’s proposal. For this we use a condition arrow going from buyer to rule that says $buyer.proposal=$bProposal. The same works for the seller.

The action performs a setter call on the isValid property of the $bProposal.

The posting rule (Figure 5) determines when a party can post a proposal.

Improvement rules define the way bids are posted. In a Single Item English Auction each successive bid must be an improvement, therefore its price must be greater than the soldProposal price. This is exactly what the rule from Figure 6 does.

Another protocol enforcement rule is shown in Figure 7. If the proposal $proposal belongs to a $buyer and it is not the best proposal(i.e. $proposal price is null) then withdraw $proposal.

The Figure 8 depicts the model of a display rule. This rule refers to the package updating status and information of participants and specifies which party can see a new proposal. In Single Item English Auction every new proposal is known to all parties involved in auction.
Termination rules define conditions when an auction is terminated. The Figure 9 depicts an URML model of such rule.

Figure 8. Display Proposal Rule: "If a new proposal has been posted into the system then all parties must be informed about this."

Figure 9. Termination Rule: "If type of the current proposal from working memory is AGREEMENT and dateTime of proposal is not null then the auction can be terminated."

5 URML Rules as Drools Rules

This Section presents how a rule modeled with URML can be serialized to Drools. Consider the improvement rule (see Figure 6). The below code is the Drools DRL:

```drl
package org.ruleapp.rules.improvement;

import org.ruleapp.vocabulary.Proposal;
import org.ruleapp.vocabulary.Buyer;
import org.ruleapp.vocabulary.ProposalType;

rule "IR"
when
  $oldProposal:Proposal(
    type == ProposalType.BID, $oPrice:price
  )
  $newProposal:Proposal(
    type == ProposalType.BID, $nPrice:price,
    $nPrice > $oPrice
  )
then
  recordSubmissionTime($newProposal);
  update($newProposal);
  serialize($oldProposal);
  retract($oldProposal);
end

function recordSubmissionTime(Proposal $p){
  //...
}

function serialize(Proposal $p){
  //...
}
```

The rule is part of a specific package i.e. org.ruleapp.rules.improvement encoded in the corresponding DRL package declaration.

The rule (as seen in the URML model) uses the classes Proposal, Buyer and ProposalType therefore all of them should be available to the engine (as Java Beans). We make them available by generating the appropriate `import` commands.

The name of the Drools rule (IR) is the same with the name from the visual model.

The filter condition

```
$newProposal.type==ProposalType.AGREEMENT and $oldProposal.type==ProposalType.BID and
$newProposal.price < $oldProposal.price
```

requires the generation of new variables ($nPrice and $oPrice) before the condition evaluation. Readers may notice that this filter can be also implemented by means of an `eval()` call but then the rule become less declarative.

Our actions are:

1. an invoke action (I) corresponding to the function call `recordSubmissionTime($newProposal);`
2. an update action which normally translates into a Drools standard action `update`
3. another invoke action (i.e. `serialize($oldProposal);`) and
4. a retract action (R) generating the code `retract($oldProposal);`

6 Future Work

While the translation of all of these actions to Drools code is straightforward by using DRL functions one major disadvantage of the actual URML language is that it does not offer a way to specify the order of actions in the rule action part. For example, looking to the rule diagram from Figure 6 it is not clear both for a human expert and a machine in which order the depicted actions have to be performed.

Our proposal is to extend the URML metamodel by allowing sequence actions i.e an ordered sequence of standard actions as in the Figure 10.

Other open issues are: (1) Drools provides DRL queries while URML does not provide any visual construct modeling that; (2) URML does not provide any annotations to encode various DRL rules attributes.

Drools complex constructs offering integration with databases such as `collect` and `accumulate` are not yet supported by the visual language.

Finally user-defined actions encoded by plain Java code are not yet supported. Our future work will investigate the need of an extension of the visual language that allows UML opaque expressions to encode this actions.
Figure 10. “The New Bid Improvement Rule”

A potential URML implementation for Drools rules must extend the actual Eclipse IDE by allowing at least UML class diagrams, rule diagrams and rule packages.
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